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BUILD ALL THE THINGS

Mount Royal prepares for new transit hub
Construction expected to be complete by mid-October
Holly Triebwasser
News Editor

The ongoing construction of a new
transit hub outside Mount Royal
University’s West Gate entrance
has caused road closures and bus
detours that may inconvenience
students during the first month
of classes.
In anticipation for the new west
LRT line in 2013, this expansion
will increase the number of
bus routes that will access the
university, a number which will
“double the number of buses
coming to the west side of the
campus,” according to Stefan
Durston, Mount Royal’s parking
and transportation service
manager.
Construction is expected to
be completed mid-October, but
project manager Kim McKellar
said the transit hub was originally
supposed to open mid-September.
Problems with the sewer lines and
delays due to weather caused the
date to be pushed back.
During construction, the road
linking the Lot 2 and Lot 3 will
be closed, but as for the lots
themselves, McKellar said that “75
percent will be in place for Sept 3.”

As well, McKellar said the traffic
circle between short term parking
Lot 2 and gated Lot 3 is “concrete
and not asphalt, so it needs about
a month to set.”
Bus routes 13, 72 and 73,
which usually stop in front of
West Gate, will be detoured to
Richardson Way SW. This will
make for a longer and darker
walk for students, as streetlight
installation will not begin until
the first week of classes.
“I can’t guarantee that lighting
will be done by October,” McKellar
said. However, there are some
perks to the changes, including
new landscaping and, most
importantly, a heated bus shelter
with a door and multiple heaters.
Despite inconveniences, these
changes should be a positive
addition for MRU as well as for
students who have been previously
limited to a small handful of bus
routes.
Increased accessibility might be
the difference for many between
driving and taking the bus,
especially since parking rates in
day lots A and B increase from $4
to $5 this semester.
“The money goes to pay for
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A new transit hub is under construction outside the West
Gate, which may cause some frustrations but will ultimately
improve accessibility by transit.
all transportation projects,” said
Durston.
The new transit hub, as well
as all future parking projects, is
paid for by parking revenue and
Durston said it’s been three years
since the last price increase.
While students may have to

put up with construction crews
outside West Gate and Wyckham
House for a little while, in the
long run the project is going to
greatly improve the university’s
accessibility, making traveling by
bus much easier in the future.

Car2go comes to MRU
Calgary’s newest car sharing method
makes traveling easy for students
News Editor

Don’t want to waste an hour
taking the bus to Mount Royal just
for one morning class? Instead

of skipping, you might want to
consider Calgary’s newest method
of travel: Car2go.
This summer Calgary was
introduced to one of the most
innovative methods of travel in
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North America, a car sharing
system that provides 150 smart
cars for public use within a
designated area of the city.
Finally, some relief for students
who don’t have a car and need to
get somewhere quickly, especially
those who take transit and don’t
feel like lugging a backpack full of
heavy textbooks onto a crowded
train or those with a long break
between classes who want to get
off campus.
According to Mount Royal
Parking Authority, representatives
from Car2go will be on campus
talking to students and introducing
them to this new concept on Sept.
19, outside East Gate.
One of the benefits of being a
student is Car2go will wave the
registration fee of $35 and offer
30 free minutes of driving time.
Membership only takes a
minute and can be done online
at Car2go.com. Once you register,
you will receive your membership
card in the mail. After that, you
can reserve a car, locate a car
online or by smartphone, or
walk up to one in the street and
— provided it’s not in use — hold
your membership card up to the
card reader on the windshield and

NewsEditor@TheReflector.ca
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the car will open.
Though there are few
restrictions, one of the main rules
is that you have to return the car
to the home area. The home area
takes up a large portion of the city,
extending from 16th Avenue to
Glenmore Trail and Sarcee Trail
to Blackfoot Trail.
Mount Royal University is within
the home area, and parking is free
for students. Cars can be returned
to designated stalls provided
by the university especially for
Car2go smart cars — three stalls
in Lot 1, two stalls in Lot 7 and two
spaces in front of West Residence
and the EA building.
Rates for these cars are $0.35
per minute or $0.45 per minute
after 200 kilometres. The hourly
rate is $12.99 and the day rate is
$65.99.
Calgary is the third city in
Canada to welcome Car2go
Canada Ltd, after Toronto and
Vancouver.
Until there is a C-Train that
comes directly to Mount Royal, this
travel method provides students
with a new and helpful way of
getting to and from the university,
and free parking on campus makes
Car2go an attractive option.

elcome back
MRU! Come
celebrate your return
to school at U Fest on
Sept 13. Tickets are $10
and can be purchased in
advance from Copywrite
& Used Books. Be at the
Amphitheatre at 4 p.m.
ready to have a good
time and welcome in a
new semester.

T

ourism Calgary is
reporting a higher
than average summer
season this year thanks
to the high anticipation
of the 100th year of the
Calgary Stampede. Banff
Lake Louise Tourism
has similar optimistic
reports and hope
tourists will continue
to visit the Rocky
Mountains.

R

ick Collier, an avid
outdoorsman and
environmental activist,
died in a B.C. mountain
climbing accident on
Aug. 17. Collier, 71,
was a well-known
Calgarian who ran as
an NDP candidate in
the provincial election
last spring and taught
literature at Mount Royal
until his retirement in
1996.
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Your Students' Association

students’ association
of mount royal university

Deadline is Sept. 13 at noon
Then think about joining Students’ Council. You can
be one of 18 student governors and SAMRU
ambassadors to have a seat at Council and make
decisions that help your fellow students.

Check our website
and download an
application form now.

New menu
Now serving burgers

Where the campus connects

Mon. - Fri. 11am - Close
Check the new menu at www.inthehub.ca
Don’t drink and drive. Must have ID to purchase liquor.

Did you know that the Students' Association

$190,000

gave back over

Yes, Cop ywrite prov id
es

to its
members
last year from
used book
sales?

student-focused value
buy&sell
textbooks

students’ association

basement of Wyckham House

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz

of mount royal university

samruBuzz
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WINTER IS COMING

Meghan Melnyk
pleads guilty to
bank robbery
Former SAMRU president
‘very remorseful’
after Melnyk unexpectedly resigned from her post as SAMRU
president, following a routine
For mer president of t he performance review that uncovStudents’ Association of Mount ered “financial anomalies.”
In the days following Melnyk’s
Royal University, Meghan
Melnyk, 28, plead guilty to sudden and unexplained decharges of bank robbery on Aug. parture, SAMRU VP external
1 and then apologized to the uni- Michelle Dennis told students,
“Council did not have
versity for her actions.
sufficient confidence
She also plead guilty
that its highest stanto charges of fraud undards had been apder $5,000 in a case replied.”
lated to a stolen purse
They refused to
and breach of probagive further details on
tion.
Melnyk’s resignation,
Melnyk said she was
addicted to gambling Meghan Melnyk citing legal obligations.
Former SAMRU
SAMRU assisted police
and the university’s
President
in their investigation
close proximity to the
by providing them with
casino was a problem.
“I lost control of who I was,” files on Melnyk in preparation for
she said outside court in August. her bail hearing on March 7.
During her bail hearing, deOn Feb. 29, Melynk entered
the Servus Credit Union at 5303 fense lawyer Derek Lovatt told
68 Ave S.E, disguised with a the court that Melnyk was untoque and sunglasses. She passed der a large amount of stress
a note to the teller indicating she from serving on 32 committees
was armed and demanded cash. and that she was “insolvent and
The teller handed her $6,180 completely burnt out.” Stress and
in an envelope along with a dye her addiction to gambling were
pack and bait bills. Melnyk left pressures that led her to commit
in a silver PT Cruiser. Staff noted the robbery, according to Lovatt.
Melnyk was granted a $6000
the license plate and called 911.
Police arrested her later that bail and forced to live under
day for robbery, possession of a house arrest. She was also barred
prohibited weapon and commit- from coming within 100 metres
ting an indictable offense while of MRU.
The former SA president must
disguised. The former president
was alone in her vehicle with undergo psychological testing
her German shepherd dog. An prior to sentencing.
envelope containing the money,
sunglasses and a butterfly knife
were found in the car.
The robbery occurred a month

Holly Triebwasser
News Editor
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Say goodbye to summer
Calgary’s best moments this season
Holly Triebwasser
News Editor

Back to school signs are plastered
from every department store
window in the city and, although
it’s still warm out during the
day, there’s often a chilly breeze
that makes you reach for your
sweater.
This means two things: school
has come and summer is done.
Some of you may look
forward to starting classes, to
buying new notebooks, pens,
highlighters and textbooks. This
feeling usually passes quickly —
probably around the second day
of classes, once you’ve observed
your new professors, checked
out your curriculum and started
actually receiving homework.
After such a big summer in
Calgary this year, getting into
the groove of things is bound to
be difficult.
Some of you may still be hung
over from too many pub-crawls
during Stampede week. But
the Calgary Stampede, which
celebrated its centennial this

year, was a huge part of what
made this such an exciting
summer, with more people
than ever to enter the grounds,
breaking records with 234,674
visitors.
For many Calgarians, the
Stampede might have been the
biggest thing to happen this
summer. But for the majority of
the world, the Stampede wasn’t
even a bleep on their radar
(except maybe Bob Barker’s
radar, who said we should “wind
it up and close it down.”)
On July 27, all eyes were
focused on London for the
opening ceremonies of the 2012
London Olympic Games.
Canada took home 12 bronze,
five silver and one gold medal,
which was won by 23-year-old
Rosannagh “Rosie” MacLennan
in trampoline.
Although many media outlets
mourned Canada’s disappointing
medal collection, there were
a number of impressive
accomplishments from Canadian
Olympians this year, perhaps
most notably from the Canada

women’s soccer team’s bronze
medal win which, according to
CBC, is Canada’s first Summer
Games medal in a traditional
team sport since Berlin in 1936.
The Olympics didn’t
completely overshadow our
own events here in Calgary.
There were plenty of shows and
festivals to keep people busy
nearly every weekend.
Celebrating another milestone
this year was GlobalFest, which
returned with its now 10th
annual fireworks show at Elliston
Park, joining many other big
names such as the Folk Fest,
Fringe Festival, Reggae Festival
and Sled Island.
But now that August is over we
can only look back fondly on the
summer months, especially since
there is only a small handful of
events to look forward to from
now until next April.
That leaves students with
plenty of time to get started on
the homework they’re already
starting to receive (sorry about
that).

Mount Royal shows off their pride
A contingent of students,
faculty and staff from
Mount Royal University
(including school president
David Docherty and Calvin
the Cougar) and the Students’ Association of MRU
marched in Calgary’s Pride
Parade on Sept. 2. In his
blog, Docherty said he was
honoured to help “demonstrate our community’s
dedication to respect and
acceptance.” The theme
of the 2012 parade was
“Find Your Pride,” aimed
at encouraging Calgarians
to express their pride in
and support of the LGBTQA
community.
Photos: Rachael Frey
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Arthur Gabriel,
Bridge to Can.
Nursing

“Use the Good Food
Box program, and
coffee is cheaper
with a travel mug.”

Demian Clements,
Science

“Get organized and
schedule your time.”

Jeremy Liland,
Continuing
Education

GUEST COLUMN

“Keep on top of it...
which I never do.”

Ester Horvath,
Sociology

EDITORIAL

Don’t press
pause
What will you do this year?
Hopefully something, because otherwise it will
be really dull around here.
Year after year, September rolls around and
many students go back to school resolved to get
through it so they can graduate and start their
fantastic futures.
That’s great, but why do people tend view
school as the stopgap to life?
Here’s the truth, team. You can still live your life
while you’re going to school. You can accomplish
your goals right now, not four or five years down
the road.
You can even make amazing contributions to
society, contrary to the most conservative views of
education. Don’t neglect the causes that are near
to your heart and the hobbies and skills that bring
you pleasure.
Maybe you can join a club. This institution has
lots of them and many are formed with the intention of a promoting a higher purpose of existence.
Others are fun, relaxing and a great chance to
meet people with similar interests.
Perhaps you can donate your time to volunteer.
There are several agencies that always welcome
free labour and allegedly offer fuzzy feelings of
accomplishment in helping your fellow man or
woman. At the very least it has to be better than a
Big Bang Theory rerun.
Do you want to get active and make friends? Try
the intramurals. There’s more than just hockey
to choose from (inner tube water polo, anyone?)
Also, they have very inviting posters with smiling
people on them. You could be one of those smiles.
What we’re trying to say is just do something.
Getting hammered and writing exams hung-over
happens, but do you want to say that’s all you did
in university? There are so many things that make
you feel less like a lump of gooey, moist garbage.
Want to know what happens when you do things?
You smile more, and not just for intramural posters.
Actually, everyone you see seems to smile more
and life seems to flow much better. So what we’re
really saying is do something more then party and
get through university.
Find a world to live in now and stop waiting for it.
Comments? Visit thereflector.ca or in person at our
office in the basement of Wyckham House.

Get the most and best from MRU

A big welcome back to camdergraduate days may be the
pus to those of you returning,
only time in your lives where,
and a big welcome to those
for months on end, you get to
students attending for the first
think about things you want to
time.
think about. Soak in as much
I have said before that
as you can. Think of your uniConvocation is my favourite
versity classes as a huge buffet
day of the academic year. But,
serving food not for the body,
if Convocation is my
but for the mind. Feed
favourite day, then
your intellectual apearly September is by
petite.
far my favourite “sea2. Appreciate your
son” of the academic
faculty. Mount Royal
calendar. There is a
has the best teaching
sense of energy and
faculty in the country.
excitement in the first
Combine that with
two weeks of the fall
David Docherty smaller class sizes and
that is hard to match
President of Mount you have the recipe
Royal University
in any other environfor a great classroom
ment.
experience. Visit your profesHowever, it will only consors during their office hours,
tinue to be exciting if you make show up to class prepared and
the most of the academic year.
make the most of your time
Here are a few ways to keep up with such gifted instructors.
the buzz and make sure you
The same goes for staff at
end the year with a feeling of
MRU.
accomplishment and satisfac3. Be a Cougars supporter.
tion.
This is our first year in CIS and
1. Make the most of your
our student athletes are incredacademic experience. Your un- ibly pumped about being able

to play at the university level.
Show you support by cheering on our men’s and women’s
soccer, volleyball, hockey and
basketball teams. I try to make
it to as many home games as
possible. Not only is the competition fun to watch, but it is
the most affordable entertainment a student can hope for.
4. Make use of the recreation
facilities. While I am far from a
varsity athlete, I do appreciate
that a healthy body helps create a healthy mind. Staying fit
will come in handy when the
academic work seems to get
more daunting.
5. Get involved in campus
life. Visit the SAMRU offices,
think about a campus club to
join, volunteer somewhere.
Mount Royal is a community of
over fifteen thousand people.
When you see an opportunity
to participate in the life of this
community, grab it. It will be a
lifelong lesson that you will not
regret.
6. Keep your eye on the

bigger picture. Whenever
you finish an assignment, ask
yourself, ‘what did I learn
on this project that I can use
when faced with future tasks,
especially tasks that seem
totally unrelated?’ You will
be amazed at how the bigger
picture takeaways from a paper
in second-year history will be
important to your career as a
doctor, lawyer, pilot etc. But
don’t wait until you graduate
to appreciate them. Reflect on
them as soon and as often as
possible.
7. Finally, and critically, recognize that the academic year
has its cycles. There will be
times when you have all kinds
of free time and others when
the workload seems never ending. Pace yourself. Don’t let the
pressure overwhelm you. Our
Wellness Centre is there for
you. Your success is our success, so let us help.
Here’s to a great year. I hope
to see you around campus as
much as possible.

FINANCIAL FUN!

Don’t blow it
How to make your student loan last for
maximum educational pleasure
Samara Hawkins
Features Editor

Has your bank account suddenly
increased in size? Do you find
yourself with a line of credit beyond your wildest dreams? Does
that sexy new laptop/tablet/
phone seem like a really, really
good idea?
Wait a second there — that
sudden increase of numbers before the decimal point needs to
last you the entire year. Spend
wisely, young Skywalker.
“The biggest thing is to come
up with a monthly budget,” said
Wayne Coristine, community
relations coordinator at Money
Mentors.
“When you get that big chunk
of money, it’s no different really
than somebody who works seasonal work who makes a lot of
money in the summer — like a
student would — and then balances it throughout the year.
Look at that total amount of
money and divide it by the number of months.”
That’s how much you have to
spend each month. If you need
to take a moment and sob into a
pillow, that’s okay. It’s best not
to keep that all bottled up inside
anyways.
First, take into consideration
your expenses as they are. Rent,
utilities, groceries, gas, phone
bill. Some of these things you
may be able to avoid spending
money on, especially if you are
living at home — lucky you!
Regardless of your financial situation, it is
important to figure out exactly
w h e r e yo u r
money goes
each month.
Be honest with
yourself and
evaluate what
an average
mont h look s
like.
There are a lot
of handy-dandy expense calculators online,
especially for students. Do
you go to the movies and get
heart-stoppingly buttery
popcorn? Count it
as entertainment.
Hookers and
blow? Also ente r t a i n m e n t ,
but not conducive
to a healthy learning
environment, so just skip them.
See? You’re saving money already!
Chances are, there is not a
lot of money left over for each
month, especially if you are liv-

ing away from home for the first
time. But, there are tricks to
making your dollars last as long
as possible.
1. Pay as much rent as you can
up front. Your landlord
won’t mind, and
then that’s one
less thing
to lose
sleep
over
o n c e
p
e
r
month.
2 . When it comes to pricey
textbooks, don’t buy every single one right away just because
your professor says you need
them. Wait a week and see how
much reading you really have to
do.
Can you borrow the library’s
copy, get an e-book version,
or split the cost with another
classmate? Or better yet, don’t
buy it until you absolutely need
it, which might not be at all (I
survived an entire two semesters without purchasing a single
textbook).
3. Parking passes. You don’t
HAVE to drive. The
U-Pass is included in your fees.
Use it.

You likely
have two feet and
a heartbeat, so walking
or riding to campus might also
be an option while the weather
is tolerable.
4. Put down the ramen and
KD. That food is crap. Stop eating it.
The Sustainability Centre
can hook you up with the Good
Food Box program, and you can
have delicious, fresh produce in
your fridge for as little as $20 a
month. There’s also free breakfast in Wyckham House’s Peer
Support Centre every morning
between 8:45 and

Photos: ©iStockPhoto.com/alexsl

10:00 a.m.
Does your mom
have a Costco
card? Buy
in bulk and
learn to cook
using appliances
other than the microwave and a
toaster oven. In a pinch, you can
access The Calgary Food Bank.
There is no shame in it, either.
More people than you probably
realize have utilized their services.
5. If you are a drinker, predrink before going out. Now,
don’t go and get all white-girl
wasted before hitting the club,
but get a buzz going.
Alcohol at the liquor store is
cheaper than at the bar. Save
even more and offer to be the
designated driver. All that
free water at the bar is good
for you, regardless of your
alcohol intake.
There are many, many
other ways to stretch your
dollars throughout the upcoming semesters, but it’s
important to realize that
you can not magically
make more money appear
— it all has to come from
somewhere, whether it be
from the Bank of Mom and
Dad or your credit card.
The most important
thing to remember is to enjoy
your time
at school.
Don’t constantly stress
about your
bank account
and every penny, make sure to
relax and budget
for the occasional night out.
After all, you deserve to let
your hair down once in a while,
to spend time with your friends
and classmates when you’re not
hitting the books.

FEATURES EDITOR:
Samara Hawkins
FeaturesEditor@TheReflector.ca
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QUICK
QUIPS

“M

oney and
success
don’t change people;
they merely amplify
what is already there.”
—Will Smith

“T

o the
uneducated,
an A is just three
sticks.”
—A.A. Milne

“W

hen a
subject
becomes totally
obsolete, we make it a
required course.”
—Peter Drucker
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Getting sexy in the shower
Slippery isn’t always a good thing

Lindsay Douglas
Sex Columnist

Hello Mount Royal University!
My name is Lindsay and I’m going to be your friendly neighbourhood sex columnist this
year.
If you’re not feeling too
pumped about being back in the
insanity of school, at least you
can be excited about reading
The Reflector’s sex column again.
You totally can’t find this a million times over on the Internet.
Ground breaking journalism
right here, folks.
I thought I’d start the year with
some tips on a popular, reputably
hot act: sex in the shower.
Anything involving body parts
pressed up against steamy glass
sounds like an all-around good
time, but if you aren’t careful it
can end in a concussion, a bladder infection, a sore ass and
more.

You can start off in the bedroom or go straight for the shower. Foreplay is pretty wide open.
With steam and heat it isn’t difficult to set the mood – though you
might want to clean up a bit and
maybe light a candle. Bathroom
light isn’t terribly flattering.
Keep in mind that if you are
planning to use a condom (which
you should if both of you haven’t
been tested and you’re not monogamous) it might be easier
to put the condom on before
getting wet. Lifestyles’ web site
states that using a condom in the
shower and underwater is fine as
long as it stays on.
If you’re having sex and the
condom falls off, that is not a
good thing regardless of the
presence of water.
At this point you and your
partner are ready to go — this is
where things get tricky. Unless
you have an incredibly spacious
bath tub, the easiest position will
likely be with the bottom bent
over, hands on the tiles or end of
the bathtub, and the top taking
them from behind.
There a few things to remember if you’re going to take this
route:

Get your
buzz on:

1. If you’re going to push
whoever’s on the bottom down
further (so they’re more bent
over, possibly getting a better
angle for entry), do so gently, as
things are slippery. If you catch
them by surprise they might slip
and bang their head against the
tiles. A little rough play can be
fun, but a head injury is definitely a mood killer.
2. I reiterate: things are slippery. If this is a heterosexual
throw-down with a dick going
into a vagina, be careful dudes.
If you slip out and then go to reenter it’s fairly easy to go right
up the ass without even realizing. There are a very small
number of people who like surprise anal. It’s more likely this
will throw the recipient off, and
they’ll need a moment to compose themselves. A new condom
is also necessary.
3. Don’t get any soap in any
lady parts, or in any holes period.
I know soaping up that penis/
hand/whatever before you ease
it in there sounds like a brilliant
plan, but it will end in some sort
of infection. Am I getting you
excited about shower sexy time
yet?

Photo: ©iStockphoto.com/baytunc

4. Be aware of the water temperature. Warm water can cause
some men to go soft in a hurry so
you might want to go hard and
heavy and make it a quickie, or
fuck in the shower as long as he
can handle and then take your
exploits elsewhere.
Some people have trouble finishing standing up so if you have
a spacious bathtub you can lie
down and continue or exit the

shower and take it to the bathroom floor, covered toilet (so hot,
right?), or up against the sink.
You can also take it back to the
bedroom. If a mess is made, hop
back in the shower and rinse off.
Maybe you can even wash your
hair and actually shower while
you’re back in there.
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GADGET BLISS

Back-to-school tech guide
The best bang for what few bucks you may have
BAJ Visser
Staff Writer

Textbooks? Check. Fresh pens
and new pencils? Check. A binder full of blank paper for the upcoming semester? Also check.
Of course, those heading off to
post-secondary are likely looking
at a supply list that looks a bit
different than the ones they had
in elementary school.
Learning the ins and outs of
the latest and greatest technology can be a drain on anyone’s
time and sanity. Students are in
a crunch, both financially and
time-wise. But don’t fret — The
Reflector’s handy-dandy tech
guide will help you get the most
bang for your buck.
There won’t be any $2500
gaming rigs in this list — filling
the fridge and the gas tank take
priority.

Laptops
There are those who believe
that you cannot get through
university without your own
personal laptop. They’re wrong,
but having your own computer
to haul around while you’re on
campus can make life a lot easier.
Currently, there are two broad
categories of laptops: old-fashioned, five-pound laptops, and
the new kids on the block: the
ultrabooks.
These lightweight powerhouses easily slip into book bags and
backpacks without weighing you
down, while unfortunately also
relieving your bank account of
any extra weight.
The iconic ultrabook — Apple’s
MacBook Air ($979 through the
Mount Royal Bookstore’s Apple
Store) — is a sleek and powerful
little machine that runs Apple’s
latest operating system, OS X
Mountain Lion. Apple is the
king of merging design and
power, and very few of their
competitors have
c o m e

close.
However, challengers from the
Windows corner are appearing.
For those on the more price-conscious side, check out the Lenovo
U310 ($679), which numerous
reviewers have praised for its
solid quality, excellent keyboard,
and decent performance for its
price.
On the other end of the scale,
the Samsung Series 9 ($1,499) is
considered to be among the best
of the current crop of ultrabooks.
It is featherweight, powerful and
fast, though the price tag and
keyboard are cringe-worthy.
For more mainstream laptops,
Apple again proves its prowess
with the MacBook Pro’s 2012 refresh ($1,129). While the bestin-class retina display model
will cost you over $2000, the
standard-issue MacBook Pros
share their siblings excellent performance and build quality, but
at a more student-friendly price.
As always, there is far more
to choose from in the Windows
camp, and picking the right laptop can be tricky.
The Sony Vaio E Series ($449)
is a solid bet for those on a budget, with decent processors and
builds, though its battery life is
on the shorter side, so be certain
to bring along a charging cable.
For a more mid-range laptop,
check out the HP Pavillion dv6t
($899) which combines solid
performance with Beats Audio
built-in for stellar audio quality.
If you’d prefer to hunt for
your own laptop, there are some
minimum specs you should keep
in mind. A minimum of 4 GB of
RAM is recommended for new
devices, and you should also try
to get one with an Intel Core or
AMD Athlon II/Phenom II processor.
While hard drive size is

up to your own personal needs
and budget, a 320 GB drive
should last most casual computer users. Finally, look for devices
with WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n support to ensure your new computer can be used on campus with
minimal hassle.

Smartphones
The smartphone market is in
a weird place in September, as
Microsoft, Apple, and Research
in Motion are set to refresh their
phone ecosystems over the next
five months.
Prices for current phones are
certain to drop once the next
generation comes out, so it might
be advantageous to hold on to
your current mobile until the
rollouts are completed for next
semester.
However, if you are jonesing
for a new smartphone for this semester, there are a few Android
devices worth looking at.
The Samsung Galaxy S III
($649) is rated one of the top
smartphones on the market, with
its blazing-fast processor and
high definition screen, as well
as being one of the few phones
in Canada to run Android 4.0,
though its cost might be beyond
the reach of those on a budget.
For those looking to cut down
on the number of devices they
carry around, the Samsung
Galaxy Note ($779) may be an
option, combining the functionality of a smartphone with a larger size and stylus support that
allows it to function as a tablet.

Tablets
Tablets are probably the leastnecessary devices you might
be considering for the upcoming school year.
If you can’t think
of why you’d
need one,
it’s likely

best to skip over tablets entirely
and save up for a better laptop or
phone.
Still, for those with the money
to spend, or who want something
lighter and less pricey than a ultrabook, there are a few tablets
on the market which might be
worth a look.
Google’s Nexus 7 ($259) is
quite powerful for its rock-bottom price. With a solid build
quality and access to Google’s
massive library of apps and resources, it’s likely your safest bet
for a new tablet.
However, it is not a slam-dunk,
as there are bigger, more powerful devices on the market. For
example, the ASUS Transformer

Infinity ($499) is a powerful and
innovative tablet that joins with
a keyboard dock to become a replacement netbook – perfect for
tapping out notes in class.
For those with the money to
spend, and who want the very
best of what tablets have to offer,
Apple’s iPad ($519) continues its
reign as king.
The iPad is still the best selling
tablet in the world, thanks to its
unparalleled app library and excellent performance, though the
2012 model’s amazing Retina
display doesn’t hurt.

Want a job
when you graduate?

Set Yourself Apart with
the Serving Communities
Internship Program!
SCiP gives you:
• real experience for your résumé,
• connections for your job hunt,
• $1000 for your bank account.
Successfully complete an internship
with a nonprofit/voluntary sector
organization of your choice and SCiP
& the Government of Alberta will pay
you $1000. Not a bad deal, right?

It’s simple. Sign up today.
Visit joinscip.ca
SCiP is a program of Volunteer Alberta
Photo: ©iStockphoto.com/adventtr

volunteeralberta.ab.ca
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FAITH COLUMN

An evolution in faith
Self-reflection and personal trials can alter beliefs

James Wilt
Faith Columnist

A few weeks ago, The New York
Times Magazine published a marvelous story titled “From biblebelt pastor to atheist leader.”
The name says it all.
Jerr y DeWitt, a veteran
preacher from Louisiana, abandoned his faith last year, losing
his wife, house and community
in the process of becoming the
executive director of Recovering
from Religion.
The story concluded with the
former pastor, now a self-described secular humanist, stating that “the problem is, for me,
there was a process involved in
moving from Pentecostalism to
a more liberal theology. What
makes me different is that process didn’t stop, and it took me
all the way.”
It’s an intriguing, albeit slightly
problematic, take on Christianity
and one that I can certainly identify with as an extremely skeptical and critical member of the
faith.
My church foundation was
in the charismatic Pentecostal
movement (watch the documen-

tary Jesus Camp for a slightly hyperbolic description of my childhood). I sometimes lump myself
in with the “liberal theology”
section of his prognosis, often
finding comfort and theological
satisfaction in liberation theology and Christian feminism.
But on some days, which have
become far more frequent over
the summer, I’m ready to follow
DeWitt’s lead and go “all the
way” into unbelief.
So little about faith makes
much sense to me anymore.
Reading Karen Armstrong’s
short “biography” of the Bible
last month forced me to dismiss
much of the trust I had in the
rational and literal worth of the
text, although that isn’t to say
that I disregard the allegorical
and moral meanings contained
within it.
Armstrong’s book — combined with frustrating events
such as debates with evangelical Christian friends about gay
rights, the witnessing of the
moronic nature of the Religious
Right in the States and a particularly tumultuous and unresolved
break-up — has left me in a limbo state, wandering for some
semblance of truth(s).
This makes me a slightly
strange candidate for the “faith
column.” Sure, I authored it for
The Reflector last year, but that
was at a time in my life when I
still attended church every few

Photo: ©iStockphoto.com/karlowac

weeks and when prayer was
more than a once-a-month activity.
Nothing about my spirituality
is certain anymore. There are a
frighteningly few grains of faith
left in the hourglass of my belief
system, and I’m not sure what I’ll
be writing about in this column
six months from now when the
sand presumably runs out.
Hopefully, whatever God does
exist will have the grace to turn
it upside-down, once again, and

get this doubt-filled journey restarted.
Peter Rollins, an Irish theologian and philosopher, is one of
the few religious voices I still
pay attention to; his overarching thesis is the importance of
doubt in faith, and the need for
the religious community to be a
space for the “darkness to be” —
one where questions are encouraged rather than condemned and
where the most divine action is
the losing of one’s faith just as

Christ reportedly lost his faith
on the cross.
Considering I don’t attend
church anymore, this column
will serve that role in my life.
Hopefully, you can gain something from my journey, and we
can engage in the confusion of
whatever faith you do or don’t
subscribe to together.

Mount Royal University BookStore
Your source for campus lifestyle and learning supplies
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Students!

Enter our draw to

WIN $800

product to enter!

*

Like us on facebook
to learn more.
*$800 in BookStore Gift Certificates

Visit our website often - big changes are coming!
Conveniently located on Main Street

mtroyal.ca/bookstore
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UNLIMITED WIRELESS INTERNET

FOR 3 MONTHS

Samsung Galaxy S III™ - 16GB
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3-yr. FLEXtab
agreements

• Samsung’s most advanced
superphone
• HD Super AMOLED screen

Sony Xperia™ ion
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• HD Mobile BRAVIA
• 12 MP camera

HTC One™ X
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• Beats Audio™
• 8 MP camera

Hurry into our Rogers stores for a huge selection of LTE superphones for back to school plus these great offers:

- Bring your own device and Rogers will cover your activation fee*
- Convert your local minutes to Canadian Long Distance minutes*
- Get up to $400 in credits with select new 3 year Voice & Data activations*
Show your MRU Cougars ID to receive even more
Rogers LTE network available throughout Calgary. See rogers.com/coverage

Visit www.imaginewireless.net for more info
.
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Banff
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Calgary
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Calgary
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Calgary
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Calgary
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South Trail
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Calgary
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@ImagineWireless

Suncor Energy Centre
Pacific Place Mall
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Calgary
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403-727-2016
Canmore Store
#106 743 Railway Ave
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SUMMER SOLILOQUIES

Shakespeare in the Park
makes triumphant return
New deal between Theatre Calgary and MRU gets
show running again

ARTS EDITOR:
Nathan Ross
artseditor@TheReflector.ca

September 6, 2012

HOT
SPOTS

A

fter spending
the summer
traveling and promoting their new album
IS, Hey Ocean! stops
in Calgary on the tail
end of their tour on
Sept. 19 at Republik. ill
Ladyhawk dominate
when they play Broken
City on Sept. 27? More
than likely. This will be
one of the year’s best
shows.

B
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Recent Mount Royal graduate Jesse Ajohn draws in the crowd at Shakespeare in the Park’s performance of A Midsummer’s
Night Dream on a gorgeous summer night.

Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

Many fans outside of Mount
Royal University (and maybe
even a few fans inside the school
walls) can tell you about every
single Shakespeare in the Park
show since its inception in 1987.
However, with 2012 marking the
25th anniversary, that does not
translate to 25 adaptations of the
Bard.
In 2011 there was no show,
causing Calgarians to question
what would become of their
summer tradition.
Luckily, thanks to the new
agreement struck last spring

between Theatre Calgary and
Mount Royal University, the audience was treated this summer
to what was a strong first step in
a hopefully lengthy partnership.
The cast and crew were just
as excited as the fans to bring
Shakespeare back to the park.
“It was that we were all young
and eager, it helped with getting
it restarted and rebuilt,” assistant
stage manager Tess Cowie said.
The youthful exuberance was
definitely apparent in the show,
and it was just another factor to
add in to the success of the performance.
Featuring a cast with many
recent Mount Royal theatre
graduates (in both the cast and

the crew), Prince’s Island Park
was treated to the delightful
A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
which ran from late June to early August. The pay-what-youcan production (for those on a
student budget, read: free) was
a successful return after a oneyear hiatus.
Steven Evanik, who played
both Snug and Mustardseed,
said it was a great partnership,
thanks to the training he and his
former classmates received at
Mount Royal.
When asked what was the biggest boost Shakespeare in the
Park received, it was no question
to Evanik that it was “our enthusiasm and our excitement.”

“(MRU) definitely got me in
the mind of what was professional. Without it, I wouldn’t
have been able to take that much
from the show,” he added.
If you missed the show, don’t
fret. This will likely begin a longstanding relationship for the
summer project between Mount
Royal and Theatre Calgary.
With A Midsummer Night’s
Dream having already been performed as one of the quintessential shows you must do with
Shakespeare, there is sure to be
another adaptation of one of the
greats for summer 2013.

ack to school
festivities aren’t
just happening at
school. Make sure to
hit up the Palomino on
Sept. 7th to catch Dojo
Workhorse and friends
usher in a new school
year.

R

eturning to
Southern Alberta
after last year’s Folk
Fest performance is
Buffy Sainte-Marie.
She’s still going strong
at 71, so respect your
elders and go see her
show in Banff of Sept.
15th.
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BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC

We are the only MRU
provider offering

20% off
more than just
cleanings for MRU
students

DR. RONDA SALLOUM, DR. CHRISTOPHER ORR, DR. AMREESH KHANNA,
DR. AMIT PATEL, DR. NIKOLA VRANJES, DR. REKHA PARAJULI, DR. ALANA CARTWRIGHT

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office
Ask about our whitening program.

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050
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WELCOME BACK

Get down with U Fest
Your handy guide to MRU’s back-to-school bash
Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

Summer’s over, and school is
back in session. After getting
spoiled with summer festivals
such as Sled Island and the
Calgary Folk Fest, Mount Royal
has one last little festival treat for
students with its annual U Fest.
On Sept. 13, Down With
Webster, Michael Rault and
Calm Asa Coma are the acts for
the university’s annual welcomeback party.
First up will be local act Calm
Asa Coma, who have rocked
Calgary for the better part of
the last 10 years. The band has
been quickly making a name for
themselves outside Calgary after
releasing their sophomore album
In English this summer.
Having opened for established
acts like The Arkells, Mother
Mother and Metric, Calm Asa
Coma received their biggest
boost when they won X92.9’s
Xposure content in 2010, and
they are an opening act worth
seeing. Editor’s song pick: Light
Up.
The middle child of U Fest’s
lineup is Michael Rault. If you
haven’t heard the name before,
don’t beat yourself up. He’s currently residing in Toronto, but
Rault is coming back home again
to Alberta to perform at Mount
Royal on a lengthy tour promoting his new EP, Whirlwind.
Between that and his 2010 release MA-ME-O, Rault covers a
lot of different styles of music.

He describes himself as covering everything from “garage,”
to “blues,” to “R&B”, but you
should judge for yourself exactly
what kind of sound Rault produces. Editor’s song pick: She’ll
Cut You Down.
Finally, Down With Webster
are poised to close out the night
on a very positive note. After 10
years of putting on explosive,
energetic live shows, the band
finally decided to record some
of their songs in 2007 with their
own self-titled debut.
Following that up with their
album Time to Win, Vol. 1 proved
to be a critical step in helping
the band avoid the one-hitwonder label. Instead, the only
label they got was on Universal
Motown, securing the band’s future. This allowed comfort and
security for the six-piece raprock boy band as they followed
that up with the predictable-byname-only Time to Win, Vol. 2.
Along the way, Down With
Webster has matured into a
group that has earned two Juno
nominations while maintaining
the fun that their music brings.
Editor’s song pick: Grind.
The show is only $10, which is
only time you’d get to see these
three bands for that price. Doors
open at 4:00 p.m., and there will
be a barbecue, bungee run and
more to accompany the music.
U Fest itself is all ages, but the
event is licensed for those looking to welcome back school with
a cold one. For tickets, stop by
Copywrite in Wyckham House.

Photo: ©iStockPhoto.com/AarStudio

EDITOR’S PICKS

Calgary actually has
lots of stuff to do
Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

If there is one thing I’m so sick
of hearing people say about
Calgary, it is that there is nothing to do.
Calgary is literally the cultural
capital of Canada right now so if
you think that there is nothing to
do, move to Vancouver, because
this city doesn’t need you.
I realize that there are some
people who are lazier than others though, so I’m going to help
you out with my best picks of
what you should be checking
out.
Hopefully, you were at the
Arkells show on Sept. 4 at SAIT.

If not, you should head over to
MacEwan Hall on Sept. 6 to
catch M83 play a very lucid live
show.
MacEwan Hall is also the place
to be on Sept. 11 to catch grunge
favourite Stone Temple Pilots.
The day after, you can catch
Canadian rock group Sloan at
Republik.
Finally, get your indie fill with
Tallest Man on Earth and Edward
Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeroes
back at MacEwan Hall on Sept.
13 and 17 respectively.
If you’re looking for some
theatre, head over to Theatre
Calgary and catch the “riveting
rock musical” Next to Normal,
running from Sept. 11 on.

Ride all
winter
On a student budget.

If you’re in the mood to laugh
and laugh hard, Loose Moose
is the place to be. Besides their
usual weekend gold, Rebecca
Northan is bringing her creation
Blind Date back to Calgary after touring internationally. This
show really should not be missed
under any circumstances, and
is running on select dates from
Sept. 5 to 15.
Finally, if you aren’t getting
enough out of school, it is adult
night at the Science Centre on
Sept. 16. Now, get out there. No
more complaining. That is more
than enough to last you two
weeks.

If you
think you
have the hospitality gene and want
to work in a fun and
outgoing environment, we want you
on our team!
We are located at:

Hudsons
Canadian
Taphouse,
in downtown
Calgary, is hiring
full-time & part-time
managers & servers. Come apply on
location between
2 & 4 pm any day
of the week.

1201 - 5th St. SW

POWER
OF 4 PASS
JUST $119
banffnorquay.com
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THURSDAYS AT COMMONWEALTH
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FOLK YEAH

Folk Fest offers up a
beautiful time
A very serious look back at Serena Ryder

Morning Parade
Morning Parade
Parlaphone
Too often we have bands
trying to live up to hype
instead of letting their music
do the work for them. While
it would be nice if everyone
could sell out a stadium
concert, the harsh-yetthankful reality is that not
every band has the skill set to
do that.
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Serena Ryder wasn’t the only lady to woo the audience. From left to right, Cold Specks, Bettye Lavette and Shakura S’aida get their groove on

Daniel Bergman
Contributor

At the Calgary Folk Music
Festival, time is not sequential.
When I look back over the years
at my encounters with this annual celebration of unwashed hair
and musical talent, they appear
before me not as a chronological
succession of events but rather
as an enjoyably messy jumble of
sensations and experiences.
From the sweet smell of butter chicken wafting out of that
Indian place with the ridiculous line-up to the plaintive
sound of an old homeless man’s
saxophone blaring the Addams
Family theme, this singular festival never fails to leave an indelible impression on my musical
psyche.
But this year, the only question
I was really asking myself was:
will Serena Ryder marry me?
It’s a long shot, sure. After all,
she’s a 28-year-old Canadian
music phenom who began her recording career when she was 15,
writing her own songs while putting a distinctively personal twist
on hits from Leonard Cohen, the
Band and, yes, Jordin Sparks.
She toes the line between mainstream pop artist and indie auteur with ease and enthusiasm,
plus she looks terrific in a white
dress and brown cowboy boots.
And on the Saturday night

of Folk Fest — flanked by longtime friends The Beauties, from
Toronto — she gave the most
rousing mainstage performance
of the weekend, head-banging
and foot-stomping her way into
my heart.
However, my future wife was
far from the only highlight of another wonderful late-July weekend at Prince’s Island Park.
Chris Isaak and his bedazzled
red suit brought the crowd alive
as the last act on Thursday night
with an old Calgary favourite,
Johnny Cash’s signature Ring of
Fire.
Justin Townes Earle rocked
out in his fly-fishing hat during
a Sunday afternoon workshop,
cigarette dangling oh-so-coolly
out of the corner of his mouth.
Dan Mangan got some excited
members of the audience in trouble for dancing outside of the
two designated dancing zones,
but he made up for it by playing
Basket, perhaps the most moving
song about old people and bike
theft ever written.
Pause for a moment and you
might recall Tom Wilson of
Blackie and the Rodeo Kings
promising to take a fan to The
Keg after the show. Or Randy
Newman singing the song from
Toy Story for all the children
(and man-children) in the adoring throng. Or Serena Ryder, being Serena Ryder and stuff.

Whether you came for the
Hungarian dance music or the
poetic musings of a bearded man
from Texas, you would have left
the 2012 edition of the Calgary
Folk Fest feeling satisfied, with
at least one moment to cherish
until next year rolls around.
For me, that moment arrived
on Sunday afternoon, when I
lined up to get a signature from
— you guessed it — Serena
Ryder. I mulled over how best to
propose at an autograph table
(“Excuse me, can you sign my
entire life, from here to eternity?”), but when my turn came
I found I could barely utter a
sound.
As I was leaving the tent, I
turned back over my shoulder
and barked out a quick “Your
show was great last night.” She
had already turned to sign someone else’s things.
So the timing wasn’t right. So
what? It was still the best moment of my summer.
And Serena, if you’re reading this, please note: I may not
have perfect vision or know how
to drive, but my mother makes
great cannelloni.
You should come over sometime. See for yourself.

Colin James
Fifteen
EMI
Colin James just keeps coming
back, and the title of his
latest album, Fifteen, serves
to remind everyone just how
many albums he’s come out
with. He’s also had the chance
to collaborate with a few
friends along the way and on
Fifteen the whole gang gets
together to help make James’
latest album as consistently

Ian Tyson
Raven Singer
2012 Stoney Plain
Records
Alberta’s most iconic western/
folk artist returns again in
Raven Singer, a harmonious
tribute to song-writing and
western culture.
Tyson spent the summer
touring with Corb Lund and
promoting this album, which
includes an old favorite,
The Circle is Through, that
clearly inspired the album
title and new melodies

With Morning Parade’s selftitled debut, this is another
example of what is becoming
an all too familiar routine. The
11 tracks lack originality and
aspirations, and sound as if
the band is trying to cash in
on another band’s success and
see if it can’t work for them as
well.
The debut sounds too
comfortable, as the band plays
with confidence and effortless
tunes that they haven’t
yet earned. Sure, songs
like Monday Morning and
Close to Your Heart will get
radio play, and they might
even get stuck in someone’s
head. That doesn’t mean that
this is going to be an album
that you will remember in
either the short or long run.
— Nathan Ross
good as his discography is.
Tom Wilson (Blackie & The
Rodeo Kings), Craig Northey
(Odds) and Juno winner and
Polaris short-list nominee
Ron Sexsmith are just a few
whose talents grace the
album. Perhaps what is most
remarkable about James is
his ability to blend with each
of the guests on the album
while still retaining his own
sound. On that note, it isn’t
just James’ own songs that
are being brought to life on
Fifteen. He pays homage to
Robert Palmer, Fleetwood
Mac and John Lennon on
three cover tracks that we are
better having on the album
than not. With 15 albums
under his belt, James has still
got it and he doesn’t show
signs of letting go any time
soon.
— Nathan Ross
like Under African Skies,
which encapsulates Tyson’s
legendary ability to turn a
phrase.
Tyson’s ability to hit lower
octaves went with age several
years ago but the writing is
near perfect and his new voice
has a raspier tone that invokes
the idea of someone who has
lived through everything the
life of cowboy has to offer.
Fans of Tyson, and western
music fans that understand
music isn’t about vandalizing
ex-boyfriends trucks, should
definitely pick up this album.
Support local music and
support one of the greatest
songwriters in Canadian
history.
Ian Tyson is Alberta.
— Todd Colin Vaughan
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Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.47)

22. Burning
23. LennonÔøΩs love
24. Bending
1. Take out of the freezer
25. Waste watchers (abbr.)
5. Windy City rail inits.
27. “My boy”
8. Omar of “House”
28. Can. province
12. Diminish
30. Done with
13. Part of H.M.S.
31. Heartfelt
14. Surrealist Salvador
32. Judas
15. Embellish
37. Fight
17. “Darn!”
DOWN
38. Thorny
18. Number crunchers
39. And more
20. All the rage
1. Terrible time?
40. Archipelago part
2. Stag
21. Joan of “The Last
41. Motel employee
Emperor”
3. Tennis star Kournikova
42. The dark force
22. Fail to win
4. Newscast segment
43. Digestion aid
5. Where the heart is
25. ___ Lilly and Co.
8/31/12
Word Search Generator :: Make your own printable word searches @ A to Z Teacher Stuff
6. Circus sight
44. Good earth
26. Spanish bear
45. Covet
7. Time piece?
29. Soul-searching
33. “___ bad!”
8. Crooner Fisher
© Lovatts Publications
9. Persecution complex
34. Routing word
10. Blueprint
Pty Ltd
35. Diatribe
Click here to print this page without advertisement
11.
Prepares
to
be
shot
36. Augury
If you have a popup blocker, disable it or override it by holding the Ctrl button when you click the above link.
38. Black or Red, e.g.
16. “O Sole
___”
Printing
tips:
You might find adjusting the page setup on your computer (changing the margins, header/footer, landscape/portrait orientation) will give you a better printout
for some puzzles.
19. A la mode
40. Indiscernible
46. Spinnaker
47. Removal
48. Come-on
49. ___ Tin Tin
50. Norwegian king
51. Perimeter
52. Country singer Joe
53. ___ Martin (cognac)
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OR, you can go back and change your puzzle settings to change the grid size, font size, or reposition the word list to the right or bottom of the puzzle.
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WE’RE BACK

Request to the Cougars:
Be our Rocky
Fans and teams all in it together

Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

Our Mount Royal Cougars
have moved into the Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS)
Canada West division. Prepare
for some wins, right?
Well, eventually anyway. We
assume.
Our Cougars have moved onto
greener pastures with their ascension into the upper echelon
of post-secondary athletics. This
coincided with the institution
becoming a full university, its
100-year anniversary and finishing years of dominance over their
former Alberta Colleges Athletics
Conference (ACAC) rivals.
What should we expect our
athletic jungle cats to achieve
out of the gate?
Brutal truth? Growing pains.
Silver lining? Hope and fast
progress.
A general trend in the sports
world is that expansion involves
initial struggle and heartbreak.
In professional ranks, this comes
from the difficulty of forming a
winning culture and also relying
on young players to grow up fast.
In the collegiate ranks, this
comes down to understanding

a new level of competition and
earning enough notoriety as an
institution to attract top-tier talent.
This means the goal for this
year is to lay the foundation of
excellence needed to ensure
Cougar athletics will one day
dominate their new stomping
grounds.
Does this means wins? Not
necessarily.
What that actually means is
playing through heartbreak,
getting over hurdles and creating expectations of growth and
teamwork. Yeah, I know this
sounds a bit like sports bologna,
but give it a second.
What are the best sport stories? Is it the one about the team
that always wins and pummels
their opponents? Is that the
dream we all have? Of course
not. We crave human struggle.
We want Rocky, we want Rudy
Ruettiger and of course we want
to see the Mighty Ducks’ Charlie
Conway hit the penalty shot that
his former-Hawks coach Gordon
Bombay never did. We all want
the underdog.
The Cougars will be our underdog. They’re going to be our success story and they need us fans
to get them to that next level.
Don’t believe me? Here are a
few examples to mull over.
The
Saskatchewan
Roughriders have won three
Grey Cups in just over 100 years.
In a league that has rarely had

over 10 teams, this seems like the
epitome of mediocrity. So why
does a team with such a suspect
track record still exist?
The 13th man, of course.
“Ridernation”, as they affectionately refer to themselves, are the
loving fans of their Green Riders.
It’s these fans who create a culture of success and expectation
that keeps their team alive, competitive and thriving.
Each of their Grey Cups are
spoken of as legend. Their former players, most namely Ron
Lancaster, are spoken of as gods
and titans. Their field, still Taylor
Field despite whoever owns
the naming rights now, is their
Garden of Eden.
What can we learn from
Ridernation? Well, obviously
we need to support our team in
the bad times. It really is the only
thing a responsible fan should
do. Don’t count wins.
Instead you should count moments, count memories and
count the friends you make while
supporting your team. Hell, we
should even get a Cougars tailgating team started. Wins are
great but being a fan is more
than that. It’s a commitment and
we, as a school, are equal partners with our team.
Another example comes from
Major League Baseball. The
Boston Red Sox went 86 years
without winning a World Series
after selling the immortal Babe
Ruth to their principal rivals, the

New York Yankees. The drought
was known as the Curse of the
Bambino.
The team routinely outspent
their opponents and still managed to never break the curse.
Boston fans stayed loyal.
A lot can be said about the
loyalty of Sox fans, the same as
Ridernation, but one of their
rallying calls has always been to
hate the pinstriped uniforms of
their Yankee rivals. A bonding
method for teams and their fans
can always be an obvious enemy.
Luckily for Mount Royal, the
obvious enemy is just a 10-minute drive up Crowchild Trail: the
University of Calgary Dinos.
Now, I’m not saying get out
your old Jurassic Park toys and
burn them in effigy but a healthy
rivalry is exactly what this program will need.
In essence, if you don’t support
your teams on any other days, do
it on the days that our cross-town
rivals are in our barns. Grab your
air horns, talk some smack on
Twitter and get out there.
So, those are the facts. Mount
Royal has an uphill battle but
they’re also a program on the
upswing. They will handle their
business on the court, turf, field,
ice and wherever else. We need
to help them in the stands.
They’ll be our underdog; we’ll
be their divine intervention.
Welcome back.

SPORTS EDITOR:
Todd Colin Vaughan
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

15:

Day in
September
when the current NHL
bargaining agreement
will expire

6:

Millions of
dollars per year
that Jordan Eberle
and Taylor hall signed
on for this summer
to remain with the
Edmonton Oilers

18:

Amount
of medals
Canada won at the
London Olympics

22:

Amount
of games
below .500 that the
Toronto Blue Jays
currently stand
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JUICED

Get lean to avoid being mean
The Flecs’ guide to your athletic dreams
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

It’s September. All you want to
do is sit at home and watch ESPN
classic reruns of golf from the
40s right?
Of course you don’t. This is the
time of year when you put away
all your old excuses and make
an attempt at life again. Put
away the summer kiddie pool,
start reading fitness magazines
on the can and make that effort.
September is full of good intentions.
So put down your margaritas
but remember, good intentions
have a way of going sour once
Oct. 1 comes around.
Don’t worry. The Reflector has

your athletic dreams covered,
which is good for you because
endorphins will help you come
exam time when everyone else
is acting like a Negative-Nancy.
Here are five steps that will
keep you rolling and healthy:

1

Pick a workout program
that works for you

Notice how everyone is always telling you how great their
workout plan is. Want to know
why they love it and you don’t?
It’s because it’s not yours. We
all need to feel a sense of selfaccomplishment. That’s why we
like pretending everything is our
own idea.

TODD'S NODS

Luckily, your gym pass at
Mount Royal University comes
with way more then just one option. Check out the class lists,
play an intramural or join the
squash team.
MRU’s world class facilities,
trainers and equipment can provide you with whatever you need
to fit your own egotistical need
to do something yourself. Just
remember that The Reflector told
you first!

2

Nutrition

Don’t you hate the jerk that
eats pizza all day and still has
a six-pack? Don’t worry, we
all hate those people, but just
because they were genetically blessed doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t watch what we eat.
Fortunately, there are several
nutritionists that work right on
campus who can help you develop eating strategies that work for
you. Don’t want to give up pizza?
Don’t. Develop a plan to ensure
that you have proper eating habits along with it.
Last of all, if you really need
that entire ice cream cake after
a hellish 9-hour group project,
just do it. You know, public safety

and all.

3

Don’t go overboard

Exercise, like most things
that release positive substances
into your body, can be addicting. There is such a thing as
too much. By planning ahead
when you’re working out, you
can make sure balance exists in
your life.
After all, no one is going to
care how much you can bench
if you’re homeless because you
were in the gym gunning your
lats instead of in class. You’re
paying a lot for the privilege of
being here. If you would rather
be a juicer then drop out and do
that. Save the coin.

4

Find a friend

There is no better way to get
motivated then the gentle ribbing of a good friend.
Find someone of similar athletic prowess to you and get going.
It’s a great way to try new workouts in a low-risk situation, And
actually smiling during a workout helps on the days when the

gym is the last place you want
to be.
Also, when you’re both ready
to quit, you can go to the pub together and feel like its okay because you just giggled reading
magazines on the elliptical for
20 minutes.

5

Cheat

The Reflector’s plan is all about
moderation. If your friends invite you to watch a band but you
were supposed to go to drop-in
Zumba, choose the band. There’s
nothing worse then the friend
that ditches everyone for sweaty
metal bars.
We want you to stick to your
plan but also go out and do what
you want. You’ll regret not having fun in university so just do it
and go to the gym in the morning.
Nothing kills a hangover better
then two hours of suffering the
next day anyway.

BETT-ING MAN?
Want to know what’s awesome?
That day in October when you
nuke up the popcorn, crack a
beer, sit down on your favorite spot and finally turn on
‘So you think you can dance?’
Wait, what?
It’s everyone’s favorite time of
year in the National Hockey
League — collective bargaining time. Well, if you’re a fan
of Bolshevik Russia’s version
of professional hockey.
This summer featured negotiations that started with an
offer from the league owners
that was quite frankly going
at the throat of the players
union. What this meant is that
hockey is inevitably going to
be delayed or cancelled.
Truthfully, who gets the money — players or owners — is
irrelevant to those actually
affected by this nonsense. The
fans.
Yes, instead of watching our
favorite stars on the ice we’ll
be reading about their lawyers
arguing semantics on a league
that has made a zillion dollars

since the last lockout in 2005.
Thrilling, I know.
Sidney Crosby vs. Alex
Ovechkin? Nope, just Gary
Bettman and Donald Fehr
fighting it out for the honour
of people who make between
10 and 1,000 times more than
any of us.
Why do we give these guys
the benefit of the doubt? Why
don’t hockey fans start occupying things too? This is crap.
No puns, no witty remarks.
Just crap.
Get out of the boardroom.
Stop bothering all of us with
your old boys club politics and
just play hockey.
Todd’s Nods is a reoccurring
column that is open to the public. If you know of a sports story
that is worth the nod please
tweet @toddcvaughan

Photo: ©iStockPhoto.com/DimaChe
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HONESTY POLICY

Night of awesome = morning of shame
How to get back on track
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

Pre-game
One flat of beer =
3,984 kcal
You’re really tying one on tonight. The punishment for this
glorious night is none other then
4 hours running on the track.
Enjoy.

750 ml bottle of Vodka =
1,794 kcal
Okay, so a frothy
brew ain’t your thing.
How about everyones
favourite triple-distilled migraine? Not
to mention, from this

editors point-of-view, the No. 1
way to end up in a dance off with
the under-belly of the bar scene.
Once you wake up in a strange
place and collect yourself, take
yourself to the pool and breaststroke for 75 minutes.

Game-time
15 Shots of Tequila =
1200 kcal
Someone in the group always
has this flash of inspiration.
Nothing
is better
than agave nectar
to make a
silly night
even better. After
y o u r
wingman
pukes on the
bouncer and you strike out with
that cutie beside you, sleep it off
and treat yourself to 90 minutes
of weightlifting.

Post game
Denny’s Grand Slamwich =
1,320 kcal

Total Calories consumed =
9,138
Total Hours in the gym =
8 hours, 45 minutes
Yeah, that was an awesome
idea. Having a burger that doubles as breakfast. Especially at
2:00 a.m. Once you’re off of the
three-hour morning toilet adventure, you can treat yourself to an
hour of squash to kill the guilt.
Oh yeah, bring your friend who
had three samplers as well.

Morning after
Three 7/11 taquitos =
840 kcal
So you’re with your buddies.
You’ve been sitting around the
house watching Kevin Smith
movies for eight hours and it hits
you. What we really need is the
convenient store’s most famous
gift to the lazy, faux-Mexican
logs of awesome. They will be
heaven now but in the evening
you can get to the gym and
take an hour-long Zumba class
to groove out all that cheddarbaked perfection.

Reflector CRO
The Reflector is seeking a focused and responsible individual to function as the Chief Returning Officer for the Reflector’s Annual General Meeting held at the end of October
2012. For more information, contact the Managing Editor
of The Reflector at 403-440-6268 or by email at Managing
Editor@TheReflector.ca

Students at Large
The Reflector is seeking two committed individuals, who
are not involved in journalism, to sit on The Reflector’s
governing board as student representatives of the student
body at large. For more information, contact the Managing Editor of The Reflector at 403-440-6268 or by email at
Managing Editor@TheReflector.ca
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GET CHEERING

Canada West means
new rivals for MRU
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

Just when you were getting used
to those familiar SAIT Trojan red
jerseys, the school has to up and
move divisions and change all its
opponents.
Luckily, The Reflector can help
you avoid the mass hysteria that
usually comes with such earthshattering change.
First off, we need to decide
who are the new principal enemies and then come up with
justifications for why our expensive educational institution is far
superior to their expensive educational institution. Here are the
options and a few reasons why
we should resent them.

University of
Calgary Dinos
They’re right in our city,
they’re older then us, they have
a larger campus and nothing is
easier to justify then sibling rivalry.
Our Calgary neighbours boast
strong teams across the board
and have three Canada West
titles. Look for them being particularly strong in volleyball and
basketball, and expect games to

packed full to the rafters.
Make sure to get out for these
games because our Cougars will
need your support against our
big brother.

University of Alberta
Golden Bears/Pandas
This one is easy too.
It’s colder, there’s more scarves
floating around, they profess to
be the “City of Champions” and,
most importantly, it’s Edmonton
— easiest thing for a colognewearing Calgarian to get on the
band wagon and start hatin’.

Like most Edmonton teams, U
of A bases their teams on tradition and legacy. This means they
will likely have no time for an
upstart like our Cougs. Let’s get
out there and cause a ruckus like
any good young folk should do.

University of
Lethbridge Pronghorns
Wait, there’s more to Southern
Alberta than Calgary? Learn
something new everyday.

samru.ca

This is the other small market
team in the province. The most
important thing to remember
about the U of L is that we share
a scouting region with them.
This is a big deal when it comes
to program building.
With Southern Alberta being
a hotbed for young athletes, it
will be on MRU to show off our
school to the best talent in the
region. If we don’t, the U of L
will be glad to take them off our
hands.

samru.ca

inthehub.ca

4825 Mount Royal Gate

Sept. 11th - Seventh Rain & High Kicks
$10 at the door, Free for MRU students with ID

Sept. 18th - Raleigh & Francis Cheer
Sept. 25th - Jung People & Kin & Hello Moth
Oct. 2nd - The Suppliers & Bell Tower & Implicate Order
$5 at the door, Free for MRU students with ID
18+ picture ID required - Please don’t drink and drive

students’ association
of mount royal university
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COUGARS CLAWIN’

Canada West teams
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

Unversity of Alberta Golden
Bears and Pandas
Brandon University Bobcats
University of British Columbia
Thunderbirds
UBC Okanagan Heat
University of Calgary Dinos
University of Fraser Valley
Cascades
University of Lethbridge
Pronghorns
University of Manitoba Bisons

@reflectthis Photo Contest

Mount Royal University
Cougars
University of Northern British
Columbia Timberwolves
University of Regina Cougars
and Rams
University of Saskatchewan
Huskies
Thompson Rivers University
WolfPack
Trinity Western University
spartans
University of Victoria Vikes
University of Winnipeg
Wesmen

COUGARS' HOME GAMES
Men’s Soccer
Sept. 9 vs. University of Alberta, 2:00 p.m.
Sept. 15 vs. University of Winnipeg, 2:00 p.m.
Sept. 16 vs. University of Winnipeg, 2:00 p.m.
Sept. 29 vs. University of British Columbia, 2:00 p.m.
Sept. 30 vs. Trinity Western University, 2:00 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
Sept. 29 vs. University of British Columbia, 12:00 p.m.
Oct. 6 vs. Trinity Western University, 12:00 p.m.
Oct. 7 vs. University of British Columbia, 12:00 p.m.
Oct. 20 vs. University of Manitoba, 12:00 p.m.

Photo: Jorden Dixon

The Reflector wants to see you out at Cougar games this year. When you’re there, Tweet
us your photos to @reflectthis. All photos will be saved and a winner will be chosen at the
end of fall semester. That winner will receive a mystery prize courtesy of our Sports Editor Todd Colin Vaughan. See you at the games.

